Van Kijkduinstraat:
Reconciling memories of liberation 75 years later
Irwin Oostindie

Figure 1. Kijkduinstraat is located in the Bos and Lommer neighbourhood
in the western section of Amsterdam. Photo by Irwin Oostindie.

For the past 75 years, the bond of friendship between the Netherlands and Canada
has emphasized a shared narrative of freedom and democracy rooted in events of
World War II.1 This paper is a brief account of my four-year long Van Kijkduinstraat
project (2020), an experimental documentary that commenced in 2016. 2 It is

This is the revised text of a presentation delivered to the annual meeting of the Canadian
Association for the Advancement of Netherlandic Studies/Association canadienne pour l'avancement des études néerlandaises (CAANS-ACAÉN) held at the University of British Columbia in
Vancouver, British Columbia, on June 1-2, 2019.
2 I am very grateful for the readers who provided me with critical feedback and broadened my
perspective on my research interest. Thank you to my daughter, Inessa Baustad Oostindie, for
sharing our family’s passion for history and pursuing knowledge. Thank you to the many individuals
and organisations who supported Van Kijkduinstraat since 2016. Thank you especially to Krystyna
Henke, Editor-in-chief, Canadian Journal of Netherlandic Studies/Revue canadienne d’études
néerlandaises.
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based on researching my own family’s intergenerational storytelling about World
War II and liberation.3

Figure 2. Starting the 200-km re-enactment walk at Kijkduinstraat.
Photo courtesy Irwin Oostindie.

Van Kijkduinstraat, the project, derives its name from Kijkduinstraat, a street in
Amsterdam. As shown in Figure 1, the name of the street is still in use today and
it is from here that my father, age 16, embarked on his journey underground
during the hongerwinter (‘hunger winter’), the famine in the western Netherlands
during the final winter of the war. Approximately 20,000 civilians died of
starvation, causing many families to send children to escape in hopes of finding
food (Barnouw 1999). As shown in Figure 2, while my daughter and I set out to reenact my father’s wartime journey, for us that walking expedition was fun, filled
with happy expectations, certainly not potentially life-threatening experiences.
Growing up in post-war Canada, my siblings and I knew our uncles had been picked
up for German work camps during the war, with one escaping from Germany to
join the underground resistance and Allied forces in France. We heard how my
3

I would like to dedicate this to my father, Dirk Oostindie, who was born on April 13, 1928, in
Amsterdam and passed away on December 8, 2019, on Coast Salish lands of Vancouver, Canada.
My father tells about his journey into hiding during the hunger winter of 1945. His story, which is
mixed with archival images, can be accessed on the Van Kijkduikstraat project website. The site
also features further documentation of the 200 km re-enactment walk by Inessa and me from
Amsterdam to Nieuwlande in the province of Drenthe in 2016.
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father would steal coal from the occupiers, how he witnessed an Allied plane
crashing and lived with his parents who supported the resistance and feared for
the survival of the family. As they distributed De Waarheid (‘The Truth’)
underground newspaper, their activities put them at risk of arrest, which was
intensified as Nazi collaborators lived downstairs from them. (As shown in Figure
3, my daughter found a copy of De Waarheid that was dated February 1942.) As
Dutch Canadian children born in peace time, we cherished these stories of
resistance and survival that connected us back to our ancestors and to where our
remaining family lived. The stories were at once close and distant.

Figure 3. Inessa Baustad Oostindie holds up a copy of an underground resistance newspaper from
February 1942 at the Verzetsmuseum in Amsterdam in August 2016. Photo by Irwin Oostindie.
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Fearing for their remaining son’s safety, my grandparents told my father to leave
Amsterdam. Setting out from Kijkduinstraat, he walked some 200 km to the
northeast. He would travel during the nights and hide during the day, walking in
the cold winter to the province of Drenthe, where he would live ondergedoken
(‘underground’) on a farm in Nieuwlande. This small farming town was later
nicknamed as het dorp dat zweeg, (‘the town that did not speak’), as all 117
inhabitants of the village saved 300 Jews, as well as others in hiding (like my
father). On his 17th birthday, on April 13, 1945, Canadian soldiers liberated the
area. My father, near death, suffering from diphtheria and collapsed lungs, was
heroically transported through active enemy fighting to the Groningen Academic
Hospital to access an iron lung. After a few days, he heard the nurse tell the doctor
that he would not make it, but on another morning my father woke up smelling
the lilacs through the broken hospital windows. It was then that he knew he would
survive. He would stay another five months in recovery. This story of my father
being rescued by Canadian soldiers near death’s door, and eventually settling in
Canada, is central to the next generation’s understanding of our roots.
Experimental documentary
In 2016, my daughter, Inessa, was the same age as her opa (‘grandfather’) during
the hunger winter, and together she and I re-enacted his journey on foot from the
same house in Amsterdam and northeast to Nieuwlande, now 71 years later.
Proud of our Dutch lineage and eager to understand more of our family’s history,
walking and documenting the journey was a way to bring this story to life, while
reflecting on how war is memorialized. Along the journey, we interviewed
journalists, artists, and modern-day migrants. This generated photographs,
videos, and social media posts, including a website and the hashtag
#vankijkduinstraat to aggregate the materials. As shown in Figure 4, some of the
photographs I took during the journey suggest an evocative symbolism. Sharing
the documentation and reflections with Canadians involved media arts
installations and exhibitions, presentations in schools and in public venues, press
interviews, and radio broadcasts featuring historians and artists. In 2018, a Van
Kijkduinstraat gallery installation, cocurated by Laura Lee Coles, was installed at
the Billy Bishop Legion in Vancouver’s Kits Point neighbourhood (Kits Point n.d.).
The overall project had a modest budget primarily funded by myself and small
grants from Veteran Affairs Canada, The Netherlands Consulate in Vancouver, and
the City of Vancouver. This paper and the website archive represent the
culmination of this research into memory, family stories, and war memorialization.
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Figure 4. Memories unleashed by shadows in the tall grass in Gelderland. Photo by Irwin
Oostindie.

Van Kijkduinstraat is an unconventional platform that combines technological and
social sciences investigation, and fuses media arts and non-fiction storytelling
techniques. The documentary aspect is carried out by the video and audio
recording of various terrains, as well as interviews with witnesses, family
members, researchers, archivists, and journalists. The experimental dimension is
the process that occurs as the research and the artwork materialize together in a
gallery or exhibition context. Using my father’s narrative and memory of what he
experienced during World War II and fusing it with the questions my daughter and
I came upon in the process of re-enactment have led to a shared “experimental
autobiographical documentary” that explores what it means to remember
(Daniels 2017, 73).
Undoing nationalist narratives
Although I was born in Canada, I spoke Dutch as my first language, with parents
who kept their family actively engaged with their Dutch heritage. For example, my
parents, Dirk and Nellie Oostindie, were part of the cofounding group of the
Vancouver chapter of the Canadian Association for the Advancement of
Netherlandic Studies. Their wartime stories were a major influence on how their
four sons (born between 1959 and 1966) saw the world. This created a foundation
from which to investigate memory, nostalgia, and my own links to the ‘old
country.’ Stories reflected heroism, endurance and resistance, and provided a
moral code upon which our lives as Dutch Canadian children were constructed.
Family stories characteristically featured World War II. These were collective
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experiences presented as common wartime events. Achieving a new life in Canada
away from Europe’s war and post-war years promoted assimilation and an
accomplishment to cherish, in spite of family separations. Based on my own
experience, I can say that young people seeking to better understand family
connections to war can deepen their empathy and understanding within their
family units while supporting intergenerational wellbeing. School books,
Remembrance Day activities and public archives offer children and youth valuable,
albeit limited learning, so family stories represent an opportunity to multiply
available teaching resources inside families in order to promote intergenerational
bonds and broaden their insight, including the ability to question a particular
version of a narrative. Remco Campert (1970), whose father Jan was active in the
resistance, writes in a poem, Verzet begint niet met grote woorden / maar met
kleine daden […] jezelf een vraag stellen / daarmee begint verzet / en dan die vraag
aan een ander stellen (‘Resistance does not begin with big words / but with small
deeds […] asking yourself a question / that’s how resistance begins / and then ask
that very question to someone else’). The role of teaching children about war
should be to draw upon their own family narratives abundantly available to locate
the commitment to not repeat history.
Walking back into time
Prior to walking through the Netherlands, my daughter and I spent time
researching at the Verzetsmuseum/Resistance Museum of Amsterdam and visited
with Dutch photographer Rogers Cremers in his studio near the Anne Frank House
in my late aunt’s neighbourhood of the Jordaan. We interviewed and photographed him for a Van Kijkduinstraat radio documentary. 4 His World War Two
Today exhibition at the Verzetsmuseum chronicled war re-enactments, war
tourism and national memory across the world. In an associated volume that
consisted of photographs taken by Cremers, and text by author Arnon Grunberg,
Cremers (2016) commented, “I am still unable to answer whether or not the
Second World War has become an attraction. It is however part of popular culture,
and is far from being forgotten” (Cremers & Grunberg 2016, 40).
We re-enacted my father’s journey into the night by starting at the same
Kijkduinstraat row house from where my father fled. The family now living there
welcomed us indoors to hear our story, and through the exchange, we learned the
mother came to the Netherlands to escape violence at her home. While my
father’s life was, like those of many others, disrupted by war and he was forced
into a life as an internal refugee, ironically, here now in the same house was
4

It aired in 2016 on W2 Media Mornings, Vancouver 100.5FM.
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sheltered another refugee. In recent years, the Netherlands has struggled through
national debates on its colonial past, as well as immigration and welcoming of
asielzoekers (‘asylum seekers’) (Bosma 2012).

Figure 5. Inter-city express train speeds by a World War II German bunker next to our
sleeping spot. Photo by Irwin Oostindie.

The forbidding journey was revealed to us as we were forced to walk around a
myriad of canals and water elements, and networks of German installations left in
the landscape. We crawled inside cement bunkers we found strewn in the
environment and learned about war artifacts. We explained our journey to
farmers and locals. We visited the verscholen dorp (‘hidden village’) where, until
their tragic discovery, Jews hid underground in the forest near Vierhouten. We
crossed the IJ bridge where my father had hung off the back of a German transport
truck. (My father recounts this bridge journey in his own words on the project’s
website.) During wild kamperen (‘wild camping’) we heard the grunts of wild boars
around our trekkerstent (‘hiker’s tent’). As shown in Figure 5, we were also
exposed to the sound of nearby trains passing us. We arrived in Nieuwlande on an
unusually cold summer night and stood next to the small farm shed where my
father had slept and where we met the family now there. As shown in Figure 6, it
was a plain structure, but it provided shelter from the elements.
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Figure 6. The farm shed in Nieuwlande where Dirk Oostindie slept while evading the occupying
Germans during World War II. Photo by Irwin Oostindie.

Two generations later, the descendants of the Vos family who harboured my
father were still in the area and welcomed us as family. The bonds of love and
solidarity between our families traverses the expanse of oceans and the distance
of more than seven decades. Just weeks before our arrival, Jo Schonewille passed
away, an individual who dedicated his life to a local private museum about WWII
onderduikers (‘people in hiding’), 5 which also featured stories of local resistance
hero Johannes Post. A journalist from the regional paper, Hoogeveensche Courant,
asked us questions about our journey, Dirk’s bond to the town, and our
connection to these stories (Donkervoort 2016).
Reconsidering nationalist narratives
With my family name of Oostindie (‘East Indies’), I am interested in the
triangulated histories that connect Canada, the Netherlands, and Indonesia, but
also the dynamics of being a Dutch settler on unceded Coast Salish lands in what
is considered British Columbia.
In 2018, Jo Schonewille’s museum collection in Nieuwlande became Onderduikersmuseum De
Duikelaar.
5
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The Van Kijkduinstraat project, which explores family history framed by
World War II events, creates a platform for reflexive understanding of these
migrating connections. In 2017, the Nationaal Comité 4 en 5 mei (‘National
Committee for 4 and 5 May’) advanced the heritage education theme Welk
verhaal telt? (‘Which story counts?’) that questioned dominant narratives about
the wars in the colonized Dutch East Indies and in independent Indonesia between
1942 to 1949 through history education (Nationaal Comité). Two years later, in
2019, the theme of the national committee for 4 and 5 May was aptly titled
Democratie komt met een verantwoordelijkheid (‘With democracy comes
responsibility’). Now, 75 years after the end of World War II, there remain difficult
truths to investigate, not simply ‘good versus evil.’
Conclusion
Through the Van Kijkduinstraat project, my father, my daughter, and I spoke to
hundreds of high school students, the majority whose grandparents were witnesses to war (in countries other than Canada and the Netherlands). Grandparents
with their own survival stories as civilians in war – in El Salvador, China, Africa,
Chile, or on Indigenous reservations of North America. Intergenerational and
public (re)learning of World War II history enables opportunities for descendants
to reflect on national narratives, while also research and archive family histories.
We also cannot ignore the inclusive effect on wartime survivors who tell their
stories and are heard. As shown in Figure 7, Dirk Oostindie was keenly interested
in the results of the re-enactment trip his granddaughter and son took.
Van Kijkduinstraat has been a project that platforms an intergenerational
family story in which participation in resistance to an occupying force is central.
This experimental documentary project made public audio interviews, immersive
photography and video installations, and public speaking engagements, daylighting archival collections for a new generation, thus exposing next generations
to first-hand family stories. These will then enhance the annual marker of
Canada’s liberation of the Netherlands, leading to further reflection and
questioning and resistance.
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Figure 7. Dirk Oostindie watching laptop screen showing resistance newspaper De Waarheid.
Photo by Irwin Oostindie.
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